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Quarter Horse Breed! 56:28. THE STORY OF AMERICA'S WILD HORSES AND BURROS - Discovery History Animals Horse (full documentary). 54:14. AMERICA'S WILD HORSES - Discovery History Animals Horse (full documentary). 3:28. Inside Il Palio di Siena: Italyâ€™s Oldest Horse Race. 4:44. America's Got Talent 2015 | Full performance | A Video Audition Film for Americas Got Talent 2015. 5:45. Mules - Breed Donkey Jack and Mare Horse - Meet Carol-Anne! 1:02. Salman Khan BREEDS HORSES At Panvel FARM House. 0:21. cross breed of horse and a zebra? 6:15. How to breed horses using artificial insemin Paleontologists determined the fossils represented the oldest remains of the genus Equus.[6] The genus Equus, which includes all extant equines, was plentiful in North America and spread into the Old World by about 2.5 mya.[7]. A single hypothesis posits that horses survived the ice age in North America, [11] all[citation needed] Equidae in North America ultimately became extinct, along with several other megafauna. The causes of this extinction have been debated. Given the suddenness of the event and because these mammals had been flourishing for millions of years previously, something unusual must have happened. These domesticated horses were the ancestral stock of the group of breeds or strains known today as the Colonial Spanish Horse. 3. Quarter Horse. These are currently the most popular breed in the US. They derive their name due to their ability to outrun other horse breeds in a quarter mile race. They compete superbly in rodeo events such as calf roping, team roping and barrel racing, 4. Paint Horse. The American Paint Horse is distinct for its signature color pattern that combines white blotches with more common horse colors like brown and black. They are developed from the base of spotted horses with thoroughbreds or quarter horses. 5. Mustang. Mustang are the Iberian or Spanish breed of horses which were introduced i